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ABOUT US
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ASPO ENERGY is a trading company which

specialized in fuel, oil, gas and energy products

trading across the globe.

Oil and Gas has been recognized by our

customers and partners for our value-adding

approach in trading of fuel, Oil, Gas and

renewable energy products in the United States,

Europe and Middle East. With continued growth,

Oil and Gas is recognized today as a trusted and

diverse wholesale fuel Trading.



Due to ASPO Energy has good trading business relations
from Russian UAE and European petroleum roots, We
today handles all aspects of fuel trading in the Midwest,
and offers dependable wholesale and biofuel supply
throughout the world. With Many Refinery Industry’s
has been tied up with ASPO Energy which will be
handled and operated terminals, Ports and Tank Farms
in Rotterdam and Houston. We are the national trader
of refined products and a reliable option for your
business.

We are committed to finding ways to make a difference
in the local communities where we live and work ASPO
ENERGY embraces collaboration and social innovation in
its philanthropic efforts. Through the ASPO ENERGY.
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Our commitment with the quality, the
business social responsibility, the
environment and the safety, make us an
excellent place to work and a renowned
trading company in the sector.

ASPO ENERGY has diversified its business to
trading in a wide spectrum of commodity
products including crude oil, refined oil
products, petrochemicals, natural gas, LNG,
power, coal, carbon emissions, freight, iron
ore, base metals and Lithium Energy.
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Identifying possibilities: We progress incessantly
and look for new and innovative solutions,
exploring all the opportunities to maximize our
potential. Achieving team goals: We work as a
single team, collaborating and sharing to achieve
a greater impact.

Building Trust: We collaborate transparently to
address what really matters and always deliver
what we promise.

There is no other way of doing business. In the
interactions with its stakeholders, ASPO ENERGY
Company is committed to acting with integrity,
transparency, fairness, justice and for the
common good and seeks that in the workplace
these values are practiced by each person in the
company individually and collectively.
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OUR VALUES & ETHICS
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OUR PRODUCTS

ASPO ENERGY has diversified its business to trading in a wide spectrum of commodity products
including crude oil, refined oil products, petrochemicals, natural gas, LNG, power, coal, carbon
emissions, freight, iron ore, base metals. A key success factor is our extensive risk management
culture.
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Fuel Products

❑Aviation Turbine Fuel Jet A1

❑Aviation Kerosene Colonial Grade 54 Jet
Fuel JP 54

❑Virgin Oil D6

❑Diesel EN590

❑Gasoline 95

❑Automotive Gas Oil

❑D2 Diesel Gas Oil

❑10 PPM Diesel

❑Petroleum Coke
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❑500 PPM Diesel

❑Gasoline 89 87 93

❑Naptha

❑MAZUT

❑50 PPM Diesel

❑Urea Fertilizer

❑Fertilizer DAP and NPK

❑Gasoline 98

❑ IMPCA
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Oil Products

❑Base Oil

❑Base Oil N60

❑Base Oil SN500

❑Base Oil SN650

❑Base Oil SN150

❑Base Oil N70

❑Base Oil N7, N85, N150, N300

❑Crude Oil

❑Light Crude Oil

❑Light Cycle Oil
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Gas Products

LPG (Liquefied Petroleum Gas) LNG (Liquefied Natural Gas)
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Lithium

Lithium remains the most effective rare earth metal

used in the ion exchange necessary for a battery to

effectively store and discharge energy. Considering

such factors as cost, weight, efficiency, power, times

rechargeable etc., it has no competitor. If one considers

that electric vehicles can already be seen on our roads,

as soon as transport infrastructure such as charging

points, battery distributors, recycling plants and

emission regulations are in place, these numbers are

predicted to increase hundredfold in the next 10 years.
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Bitumen

❑Bitumen

❑Bitumen 70 Grade

❑Bitument 150
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Tank Farms

An oil terminal (also called a tank farm,
tankfarm, oil installation or oil depot) is an
industrial facility for the storage of oil,
petroleum and petrochemical products, and
from which these products are transported to
end users or other storage facilities. An oil
terminal typically has a variety of above or
below ground tankage; facilities for inter-tank
transfer; pumping facilities; loading gantries for
filling road tankers or barges; ship
loading/unloading equipment at marine
terminals; and pipeline connections.

So ASPO ENERGY Recommended tank storage
at the port of Rotterdam and Houston.
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Oil terminals may be located close to, or be
part of, oil refineries; or be located in coastal
locations where marine tankers can discharge
or load cargo. Some terminals are connected to
pipelines from which they draw or discharge
their products. Terminals can also be served by
rail, barge and road tanker (sometimes known
as “bridging”). Oil terminals are also located
near cities from which road tankers transport
products to petrol stations or other domestic,
commercial or industrial users
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1 Spartis Street, 4th Floor, 2025, 

Larnaca, Cyprus

+357-24360111

+357-24360255

info@aspoenergy.com
sales@aspoenergy.com

CONTACT US

www.aspoenergy.com
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